Estimation of locomotion speed and directions changes to control a vehicle using neural signals from the motor cortex of rat.
We have developed a brain-machine interface (BMI) in the form of a small vehicle, which we call the RatCar. In this system, we implanted wire electrodes in the motor cortices of rat's brain to continuously record neural signals. We applied a linear model to estimate the locomotion state (e.g., speed and directions) of a rat using a weighted summation model for the neural firing rates. With this information, we then determined the approximate movement of a rat. Although the estimation is still imprecise, results suggest that our model is able to control the system to some degree. In this paper, we give an overview of our system and describe the methods used, which include continuous neural recording, spike detection and a discrimination algorithm, and a locomotion estimation model minimizes the square error of the locomotion speed and changes in direction.